Personal \TeX\ Inc... now offers a list of software, fonts and hardware so that we can be your complete \TeX\ outfitter for PC and AT workstations. We have joined forces with ArborText, n\textsuperscript{2} Computer Consultants, the Metafoundry, FTL Systems, and Aurion Technology to bring you these products:

**SOFTWARE:**

- **PCTeX\textsuperscript{®}** A full \TeX\82, version 2.0, including INITeX, \LiTeX\ 2.09, \LiTeX\ User's Guide, \AMS\-\TeX, and Mike Spivak's PCTeX Manual and VANILLA macro package. 33% faster than version 1.0! Runs \LiTeX\ in 512K RAM! $249.
- **PC.MF** A full METAFONT, version 1.0, for the PC/XT, AT and compatibles. Includes The METAFONTbook and a complete set of Computer Modern typeface description files. Useful for scaling existing fonts and creating new ones. $195.
- **PCD.O T** Device drivers for dot-matrix printers. $95. each.
- **PCLaser** Device drivers for laser printers, including HP LaserJet Plus and PostScript devices. $175. to $225. each.
- **Preview** ArborText's popular Preview for the PC, now with a host of new features, including side-by-side page viewing and vertical scrolling through a document. $175.
- **MAXview** A new screen preview program, written by Max Diaz of Aurion Technology. This program has a good basic set of features and works with 13 different graphics adapters, including CGA, EGA and Hercules. $125.
- **DVISCRN** A new screen preview program from n\textsuperscript{2} Computer Consultants. This program also has a good basic set of features, and works with a variety of graphics adapters, including CGA, EGA and Hercules. $125.
- **Mac\TeX** \TeX\ for the Macintosh, from FTL Systems. Includes Editor, Preview and PostScript driver. $750. plus $100. for each additional license.

**FONTS:**

- **MF Medley** Chel fonts (Computer Helvetica, shown here), and Copperplate, Black Letter and Schoolbook headline fonts. $100.

**HARDWARE:**

- **Cordata Laser Printer** Includes PCTeX, driver and fonts. Only $295.
- **JLASER** Makes any Canon LBP-CX laser engine a \TeX\ device. From $699.

Join thousands of satisfied PCTeX users. Write or call us today for complete product information. Inquire about educational and corporate discounts and site licensing.

PCTeX Bulletin Board: (415)388-1708. 300/1200/2400 baud.

System requirements: DOS 2.0 or later, 512K RAM, 10M hard disk. Screen preview programs require appropriate graphics adapter. Corona Laser Printer requires additional 512K RAM disk. Prices are for U.S. only and do not include shipping. Orders outside the U.S. must be placed through distributors listed below. MasterCard, Visa accepted.

Personal \TeX\ Inc

12 Madrona Street
Mill Valley, CA 94941
(415) 388-8853 Telex 510-601-0672

Distributors: Canada: Docsoft, Vancouver, (604) 687-0354; UK: Uni\TeX\ Systems, Sheffield, (0742) 351 480;
Germany: Kettler EDV-Consulting, Lenggries, (08042) 8081; France: Probe Informatique, Trappes, (01) 3052 2603;
Ireland: Uni\TeX, Dublin, 772041 x1063; Australia: The Wordworks, ACT, (06) 572993;
Mexico: Aubin, Mexico City, (955) 531-9748; Scandinavia: Interbase, Vedhiek DK, (02) 891847.

Trademarks: PCTeX, Personal \TeX\ Inc., Mac\TeX\, FTL Systems, \TeX, American Mathematical Society. Manufacturer's product names are trademarks of individual manufacturers. This ad produced using PCTeX, and printed on a Cordata LP-300.
Macrotex Table Making . . .

\begin{verbatim}
verticallines
horizontallines
autosizetable
This is & Autosizetable \cr
The Width & of Each Column \cr
is automatically determined & by the width of the \cr
contents. \cr
\endautosizetable
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
horizontallines
verticallines
autowraptable{.5\hsize}{.5\hsize} \cr
This is & Autowraptable \cr
Contents of each column will \cr
automatically wrap within \cr
the column. & \cr
As you see in these \cr
examples\dots \cr
\begin{verbatim}
verbatim text can \cr
be included %-% \cr
\endverbatim
\end{verbatim}

Verbatim text can be included %-% \cr
\end{verbatim}

Display Equations:
\begin{verbatim}
\lambda = \lambda' + i\lambda \eqno (3.4)
\end{verbatim}

Macro\TeX \ Listing:
\begin{verbatim}
I. Here is a
A. Tiny List
B. More things
II. Back again
\end{verbatim}

Macrotex:
A \TeX \ toolkit, containing Macros for Book and Software \nDocumentation Formats, Table of Contents generation, In-\ndexing, Cross-Referencing, Glossary production, and many \nmore.

For information and order form, please write or call \nAmy Hendrickson
57 Longwood Avenue, Brookline MA 02146
(617) 738-8029
\TeX \nology Inc.
A Gourmet Guide to Typesetting with the $\LaTeX$ macro package

M. D. SPIVAK, Ph.D.

The $\LaTeX$ system is a computer system for typesetting technical text, especially text containing a great deal of mathematics: and it is a system for producing beautiful text, comparable to the work of the finest printers.

Most importantly, $\LaTeX$'s capabilities are not available only to $\TeX$perts. While mathematicians and experienced technical typists will find that $\LaTeX$ allows them to specify mathematical formulas with great accuracy and still have control over the finished product, even novice technical typists will find the manual easy to use in helping them produce beautiful technical $\TeX$.

This book is designed as a user's guide to the $\LaTeX$ macro package and details many features of this extremely useful text processing package. Parts 1 and 2, entitled "Starters" and "Main Courses," teach the reader how to typeset most normally encountered text and mathematics. "Sauces and Pickles," the third section, treats more exotic problems and includes a 60-page dictionary of special $\TeX$-niques.

Exercises sprinkled generously through each chapter encourage the reader to sit down at a terminal and learn through experimentation. Appendixes list summaries of frequently used and more esoteric symbols as well as answers to the exercises.
When quality, price and service are important, \TeXSource has the answer.

High quality typeset output
We’re the leader in offering low prices and in providing fast turnaround for your DVI files. We can process your work for as little as $2.50 per page with overnight turnaround.

Typeset output for CMR fonts
Available soon. \TeXSource will be able to output your CMR files on high quality resin-coated (RC) paper.

Times Roman proofing fonts
Text with math. See your Times Roman output on your laser printer or screen previewer before you send it to us for high quality output. We provide pixel (.pxl) and \TeX font metric (.tfm) files.

Call for more information about our products and services.

(713) 520-7206

\TeXSource

3333 West Alabama, Suite 111 / Houston, Texas 77098

\TeXSource is pleased to announce that it is represented in Scandinavia by KAOS A/S in Oslo, Norway. Mr. Bruce Wolman is the person to contact and he can be reached at the following address:

KAOS A/S, Box 3169 Elisenberg, 0208 Oslo 2, NORWAY
Telephone: 2-59-02-94

The copy for this ad was set at \TeXSource using Times Roman fonts.
Math and Technical Book Publishers...

If you are creating your book files with $\TeX$, Computer Composition Corporation can now offer the following services:

- Converting $\TeX$ DVI or source files to the fully paginated typeset page in either Computer Modern (from DVI files) or true Times Roman typefaces (from source files).

- Providing 300 dpi laser-printed page proofs (when source files are submitted) which simulate the typeset page exactly.

- Keyboarding services, from traditionally-prepared manuscripts via the $\TeX$ processing system.

- Camera work services, including half-tone, line-art, screens, and full page negatives.

Call or write us for sample pages in both Computer Modern and Times Roman.
MathWriter, the elegant tool for creating mathematical expressions, has just become more useful to TUGboat readers. With the new Macintosh desk accessory, MW2TeX, you can automatically translate the ‘wysiwyg’ MathWriter data structures into standard TeX code! These two programs provide the much-needed visual tool for creating TeX code for mathematical expressions. Imagine being able to learn to produce TeX code for complex expressions in a few hours!

Features:
- Point and click or key-stroke entry of expressions in conventional notation
- Immediate visual feedback with interactive screen refresh
- Greek and user-selected alphabet on-screen
- Automatic handling of font sizing and character placement
- Automatic sizing of parentheses, braces, brackets, etc.
- Up to 10 expressions can be stored for repeated usage
- Extensive editing capability
- Choice of output printed: ImageWriter, LaserWriter

Choice of external storage: clipboard, MacDraw, MacPaint and MathWriter files, and with MW2TeX you can also produce ASCII files of TeX code.

INEXPENSIVE - $99.90 license ($49.95 each) includes UPS shipping within US, 100+ page manual, Switcher™, and system files including printer drivers. Macintosh 512K and larger; a Mac II version is also available. US $; NYS residents include tax.

MathWriter and MW2TeX are trademarks of Cooke Publications. TeX is a trademark of the Amer. Math. Soc.
With *The Publisher™*, what you see is a great deal more than with other publishing systems. On the screen, you see a full sophisticated composition system with WYSIWYG math and tables, general purpose paint and draw software, an easy-to-use editor with mouse and keyboard commands, and a flexible set of style options for complex page layouts. On the printed page, you see *TeX*’s high quality typography, top notch hyphenation, complicated page layouts, and PostScript fonts.

**WHAT YOU SEE IS**

Hidden from most users of *The Publisher*, TeX provides a level of sophistication and device independence in formatting that very few systems can match. *The Publisher* uses a version of TeX that is upwardly compatible with all standard implementations of TeX and produces standard .dvi output files; however, *The Publisher*’s version of TeX allows for interactive page-by-page processing and faster document production.

**Editing**

*The Publisher* features an easy-to-use, full-featured, unpaginated WYSIWYG editor. Within the editor, you can choose how the formatting tags are displayed—whether they are off, on, or represented by icons. In the left window of the graphic to the left, all tags marking document structures are suppressed. In the middle window, most tags are replaced by icons. The right window displays all tags. When you want to see the exact representation of the document on-screen, just format it and a second window will show you the fonts and character placement as they will appear on the printed page. You can even edit or change style options while your document is formatting.

**The Equation Maker**

The main feature of the What-You-See-Is-What-You-Get Equation Maker pictured below is a separate Equation Edit Window that allows you simultaneously to enter symbols and to view your equation. Among other options provided are a pop-up menu from which you can select a wide range of mathematical symbols and functions, and a customizable character palette. Standard keyboard characters can be used in the Equation Maker as well. When you exit from the Equation Maker, the equation appears in the Edit Window.
The Table Maker

The What-You-See-Is-What-You-Get Table Maker allows you to design complex tables for your Publisher documents that can be edited and re-edited with the click of a mouse button. Now for the first time, complex tables can be created by everyone without entering a single backslash. You design your WYSIWYG table and let The Publisher take care of the rest.

The Table Maker features a separate window in which to choose any number of rows and columns, design the appearance of the rules, and enter and edit text. To widen a cell while creating a table, just hold the left mouse button down with the mouse arrow over a vertical rule and "drag" the rule left or right using the on-screen ruler as a width gauge. The finished table is automatically placed in-line in the Publisher Edit Window.

Special Offer

During the beta period, we are offering The Publisher at half off the regular price. This offer ends when we officially release version 1.0 in the fall. If you are interested in The Publisher, just call or send in the form below.

Graphics

The Publisher features integrated, full function paint and draw programs. You can rotate, shade, merge, and import/export graphics; draw circles, squares, curves, and arcs; magnify images; design your own patterns and brushes; and label your drawings with PostScript fonts. And the list goes on. Also included is Pubgrab, a program that allows you to "grab" any region of the Sun Workstation screen and include it in your document. The Publisher can then resize the graphic to your specified magnification.

TeX is a trademark of the American Mathematical Society. PostScript is a trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc. Sun is a trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.
Why to lose time and to find you have made a mistake?

Today \TeX can be easier to use

\textit{easy\TeX} Release 1.0,
the interactive Formula Editor running on PC–IBM compatibles
saving formulae typesetting time using \TeX.

TE CO GRAF Via Plinio, 11 20129 Milano ITALIA. Tel. 02 208150 - 278063. Telex 340160 Per Tecograf.

Please send me more information about \textit{easy\TeX}.
Name

Address
People don't like to tear up their copies of TUGboat. They're much too valuable. But don't let that deter you from ordering our products, including TEXTURES v.1.0 and the new CM Drivers for MicroTEX.

So please, take this coupon to your nearest copier and zap a copy to us. Or give us a call at 617-944-6795.

▲ADDISON-WESLEY
EMS Division, Reading, MA 01867
Site Licensing, Network Licensing,
Training, Service, and Support.
Addison-Wesley \TeX\X Products Order Form

To order \TEXTURES\ Professional Typesetting for the Macintosh, or related products, fill out the following information and return this form. For further information call (617) 944-6795. Send this form to Addison-Wesley, 12 Jacob Way, Reading, MA 01867, Attn: EMSD Sales.

\TEXTURES\ Professional Typesetting for the Macintosh

\[ \square \] \TEXTURES \hspace{1cm} \$495.00

\TEXTURES\ Style Masters (Macro packages with pre-defined formats):
\[ \square \] \LATEX\ Style Masters (Available summer 1987) \hspace{1cm} \$44.95
\[ \square \] \AMS\TEX\ Style Masters (Available summer 1987) \hspace{1cm} \$44.95

\MicroTEX\ Professional Typesetting System\ for the IBM PC and Compatibles

\[ \square \] \MicroTEX, Preview and an Epson/IBM dot-matrix printer driver \hspace{1cm} \$469.95
\[ \square \] \MicroTEX, Preview and one laser printer driver below \hspace{1cm} \$595.00

- \PostScript\ printer driver
- \HP\ Laserjet+ printer driver
- QMS QUIC printer driver
- Imagen Impress printer driver

Additional drivers may be purchased separately:
\[ \square \] \PostScript\ printer driver \hspace{1cm} \$300.00
\[ \square \] \HP\ Laserjet+ printer driver \hspace{1cm} \$300.00
\[ \square \] QMS QUIC printer driver \hspace{1cm} \$200.00
\[ \square \] Imagen IMPRESS printer driver \hspace{1cm} \$200.00
\[ \square \] IBM/EPSON printer driver \hspace{1cm} \$100.00
\[ \square \] Preview driver \hspace{1cm} \$250.00

\MicroTEX\ Style Masters (Macro packages with pre-defined formats):
\[ \square \] \LATEX\ Style Masters \hspace{1cm} \$44.95
\[ \square \] \AMS\TEX\ Style Masters (Available summer 1987) \hspace{1cm} \$44.95

\[ \square \] MY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER IS ENCLOSED
Addison-Wesley will pay postage and handling (please include local sales tax).

\[ \square \] CHARGE IT TO MY CREDIT CARD
I'd like to charge my order. I understand I'll be charged for local sales tax, plus shipping and handling.

- \VISA\ \[ \square \] \MasterCard\ \[ \square \] \American Express\ \[ \square \] Acct # ________________________________
(MasterCard Interbank # ________________________________ ) Exp. Date ________________________________

Signature ________________________________

\[ \square \] PURCHASE ORDER ENCLOSED

PLEASE SHIP VIA:  \[ \square \] UPS  \[ \square \] U.S. Mail  Phone (_______) ________________________________

Name ________________________________  Title ________________________________
Address ________________________________
Company ________________________________
City ________________________________  State ________  Zip ________
Add-on Packages to Make \TeX Work Easier
Polyglot, Inc. has solved those annoying little problems that prevent you from being maximally efficient when using \TeX with foreign languages.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{Hy-TEX}™ - The Multilingual Hyphenator
\item \textbf{To-TEX}™ - The Multilingual Accentor
\item \textbf{JET:SPELL} - The Multilingual Spelling Checker
\end{itemize}

A series of advanced linguistic products from Polyglot

\section*{Hy-TEX}
Hy-TEX correctly hyphenates files in 13 languages, acting as a filter between the editing stage and the \TeX stage. Hy-TEX reads your \TeX file from standard input, inserts soft hyphens (\texttt{-}) at the appropriate places in all words longer than 5 characters, and writes the result in standard output. And Hy-TEX works completely transparently for the user without modifying your input file. Available for:

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{llllll}
American-English & British-English & French & Québécois-French & Italian \\
German & Spanish & Dutch & Danish & Swedish \\
Norwegian & Finnish & Portuguese & & & \\
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

\section*{To-TEX}
To-TEX converts accented characters as well as Greek and Mathematical symbols allowed by the IBM extended character set, into valid \TeX control sequences.

\section*{JET:SPELL}
The only standalone multilingual spelling checker available anywhere, JET:SPELL is so fast and powerful that one reviewer thought it wasn't even working! The program uses sophisticated morphological analysis to provide accuracy and completeness of verification far beyond what most spelling checkers can offer. In addition to its eleven languages, JET:SPELL includes nine user-tailorable dictionaries in which to store names and terminology particular to your work. Available for:

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{llllll}
American-English & British-English & French & Québécois-French & Italian \\
German & Spanish & Dutch & Danish & Swedish \\
Norwegian & & & & & \\
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

All Polyglot programs run on any IBM-PC or truly compatible computer and are accompanied by complete user instructions. Hy-TEX needs 256KB of RAM; JET:SPELL needs 384KB of RAM.

\section*{ORDER NOW}
\begin{itemize}
\item Hy-TEX ...........................................$49.95/language (20\% discount on orders of five or more languages)
\item To-TEX .........................................$29.95
\item JET:SPELL .....................................$109.95 (Multilingual System disk, one language dictionary)
\item JET:SPELL Dictionaries .......................$59.95/language
\end{itemize}

\section*{PAYMENT}
\begin{itemize}
\item VISA, MasterCard, checks; for overseas orders we accept bank drafts in US$ on a US bank.
\item Colorado residents add appropriate sales tax.
\item All prices include standard shipping to cities within the continental United States. Rush delivery and overseas airmail, add $10.
\end{itemize}

\section*{ADDRESS INQUIRIES AND ORDERS TO:}
Polyglot, Inc., 2450 Central Avenue, Suite P4, Boulder, Colorado 80301 USA
Tel: 303/449-7002; Telex: 353069; Telex: 303/449-2897; MCI Mail: 266-0370

\TeX is a trademark of the American Mathematical Society.

JET:SPELL and Polyglot are registered trademarks of Polyglot, Inc.
The American Mathematical Society can produce typeset pages from your DVI or source files. Features of our services include:

- **QUALITY** - We use an Autologic APS Micro-5 typesetter.
- **SPEED** - Turnaround time is no more than one week for up to a 500 page job.
- **FONTS** - We offer AM, CM and Times Roman. Several more Autologic typefaces will be added in the near future.
- **EXPERIENCE** - If you have a problem with a DVI or source file, we can usually solve it with our staff who are trained in \TeX\.
- **LOW-COST** - We charge only $5 per page for the first 100 pages: $2.50 per page for additional pages.
- **FULL-SERVICE** - We also offer keyboarding, camera work, printing and binding services.

For more information, or to schedule a job, please contact Regina Girouard

American Mathematical Society  (401) 272-9500
PO Box 6248  800-556-7774
Providence, RI 02940

---

**WANTED**

TV GUIDE, the nation's best-selling weekly magazine, is on the front edge of an exciting adventure in the use of \TeX\ in a commercial environment. The suburban Philadelphia-based publishing company is looking for applicants with \TeX\ expertise to create, via \TeX, an automated operation supporting the varying page formats and layouts of the magazine. As such, the individual will be involved in:

- creating \TeX\ macros;
- building fonts and television listing grids;
- creating a page description environment to interface with and support the feature and listings sections of the magazine;
- automation of page layout functions, integrating images and text;
- building interfaces to \TeX\ which will allow its operation in a production environment.

The successful applicant will be someone who:

- has extensive \TeX\ experience, including use of PC \TeX;
- has programming experience, preferably in C or PASCAL;
- is familiar with micro computer technology;
- has had exposure to and use of Metafont and other \TeX\ add ons.

A B.S. in computer science, or the equivalent, is required. Salary will be commensurate with experience. Please send resume, including salary requirements to:

Margaret A. Beard, Personnel Administrator, TV GUIDE, Radnor, PA 19088.
Dublin – Metafoundry fonts are making headlines, invitations, mastheads, newsletters and a myriad of other documents, without giving up any of the power and precision of \TeX. First, there are our complete families (including math symbols, math italic and extensible) in a crisp sans serif and in a Roman that is lighter and more compact than CMR.

In addition, we are now proud to offer a Decorative package made up of specialty fonts and symbols to add spice to your \TeX creations. Outline fonts. Black letter fonts. Even a Copperplate script font.

Finally, we offer a Slavic package of Cyrillic and slavic characters in Roman and sans serif styles compatible with our English fonts.

These fonts are useable with most versions of \TeX. All are supported for 300 dpi positive imaging machines.

We think you’ll be impressed with the quality and versatility of our fonts. For more information, contact one of these companies who distribute to members of the \TeX users group:

- ASCII Corporation
  Tokyo, Japan
- Comp-U-Calc, Inc.
  Great Bend, Kansas
- Personal \TeX, Inc.
  Sunnyvale, California
- Uni\TeX Systems
  Sheffield, England

To receive copies of our four product catalogues, send a check (payable to OCLC, Inc.) to cover shipping and handling to The Metafoundry, 6565 Frantz Road, Dublin, Ohio 43017. Cost is $6.00 if shipping address is in the U.S. or Canada, $15.00 elsewhere.